
RILEY AND LUCAS KISS GIRL MEETS WORLD

Lucas and Riley went on their first date and shared their first kiss in the episode Girl Meets First Date. In Girl Meets the
New World, their relationship is discussed, .

When Lucas confronts her about her feelings for him, Maya initially tries to deny it by avoiding a direct
answer and teasing him. Lucas and Riley were doing their presentations together. Lucas told Riley that he
thinks someday he might want to be a veterinarian. Riley seems excited at the prospect of another chance to
kiss Lucas. They were beside each other while standing behind Maya and Farkle. At the school dance, they
share a slow dance. All three are awkward and things are left unclear between them. And the girl he ended up
with is Farkle realizes that Maya likes Lucas. Riley immediately ran into the classroom when Missy tapped
Lucas's nose. Matthews' plan. Lucas kept glancing at Riley. Riley seemed excited to see Lucas. As soon as
Maya says "Hurr-hurr", he instantly stops her with the kiss. Maya told them that they were both going to be
there. Maya gets a question that says "Is it possible to love two people at the same time? Afterwards, Maya
admits that she does like Lucas, and says he's a good guy, before adding that "If you got hurt, I don't know
what I would've done. Riley and Lucas were both smiling when they were texting. Riley asked Lucas if he was
going to the school dance. Maya then says, "Well, it's one minute to midnight, and I'm glad your standing
here. When Maya made fun of Lucas, Riley said "Maya They told each other they are good dancers. They
turned to each other and said, "Hi. Lucas greeted Riley and Maya. Lucas smiling at Riley Lucas seemed to be
bothered by Missy when she pulled him away from Riley, Maya and Farkle's table. Lucas, along with Farkle,
visited Maya's house, where they talked to Riley and Maya. Maya takes Lucas' words to heart, and when she
finds a quiet moment at home, she says a prayer. Riley slapped Lucas's butt and he was confused. When Riley
walked up to Lucas and Missy, Lucas immediately acknowledged her.


